
Whispers for the soul

Anthemis arvensis 

Eleuterococco senticosus 

Rhodiola rosea

Camelia sinensis

Artemisia absinthium

Ephedra

Coffea 

Melissa officinalis

Valeriana officinalis

Escholtzia californiana 

Energy Giving Plants

Calming Plants
LEGENDA

1- First ring: rigidity, chaos and noise. 
Vertical elements: hemp ropes- big section; 
Green: energy giving plants

2- Second ring: low rigidity, order and whisper. 
Vertical elements: hemp ropes-sall section; 
Green: calming plants

3- Third ring: tenderness, order and silence . 
Vertical elements: elastic ropes- big section; 
Materials: white gravel

4- Forth ring: order and vibration. 
Vertical elements: elastic ropes- small section; 
Materials: white sand

5- Fifth ring: melody. 
Vertical elements: harp ropes; 
Materials: white surface and water

Scale 1:100
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VERTICAL ELEMENTS

1- Hemp rope- big section
2- Hemp rope- small section

5- Harp strings
4- Elastic rope - small section
3- Elastic rope - big section

Main structure: steel

The drop of water on a water-pond generates a 
vibrating wave.
The balanced tune of the strings of a harp can 
endure massive forces and produce the most 
powerful and tender music.
The strong scient or taste of a plant brings 
excitement to the body, or it cools it down.
The heart feels emotions when the soul sends it 
some meaningful vibrations.
Whispers for the soul is a walk from the body 
to the soul, from the physical experiences of the 
senses, to the deep inner meditation with one 
self, from the chaos and noisy everyday to the 
inner silence and the melody produced by harp 
strings.
The visitor is free to experience the garden 
the way he likes, entering where he likes, only 
being aware of his senses and intuition before 
his thoughts.
The garden is built as a sort of “meditation walk” 
where the visitor experiences that nature helps 
us to reconnect with our deepest self. 
Concentric rings of hemp ropes, elastic-ropes 
and harp-strings (which produce different 
vibrations) combined with plants, as listed and 
materials (gravel-sand-water), guide the visitor 
trough this journey. Groundcovers

Groundcovers



CONCEPT: from the body to the soul

1- High: scient, colors, textures, rigidity
2- Medium: scient,colors, textures,low rigidity
3- Low: textures, tenderness
4- Very low: vibrations
5- No: melody

1- Energy giving plants
2- Calming plants
3- White gravel
4- White sand
5- White surface + water

1- Noice- Buzz
2- Whisper
3- Silence
4- Vibrations
5- Melody

1- Hemp rope- big section
2- Hemp rope- small section
3- Elastic rope - big section
4- Elastic rope - small section
5- Harp strings

Sensorial ExperienceSensorial Experience

Planting and MaterialsVertical Elements and Structure

Reaching the Center Directly

Wandering Around and 
Reaching the Center

Accessibility         Melody

Vibration of the ropes


